The Problem With Drunk Driving Myths
In a world where drinking has become part of the culture, there also happen to be so many drunk
drinking myths going around. While myths are but normal, the ones that surround drinking and driving
can be quite dangerous, especially when people believe them.
That’s the problem with drunk driving myths. One person drinks and drives because he or she believes in
one such myth, the next thing you know, that same person is in jail after getting arrested for a DUI. Or
worse, in the hospital after getting involved in a drunk driving accident.
One drunk driving myth that has gotten a lot of drivers in trouble is the one that says that it’s better not
to submit to a breathalyzer in case a police officer stops your car on suspicion of drunk driving.
While you will be within your rights if you refuse a breathalyzer test, you can expect more serious
consequences afterward. In most states, there is such a thing as an “Implied Consent” law, which states
that the moment you claimed your driver’s license, you agree to a breath, blood, and urine test in case
of a DUI stop. Refuse a test, and more charges will likely be filed against you.
There is also this myth that suggests that taking an ice-cold shower or taking in some coffee will sober
them up. The truth is, there is not much you can do about the alcohol in your body except wait for it to
metabolize. That means time, and the length of that time will depend on the amount of alcohol you
have had to drink. One standard alcohol drink, for example, metabolizes in about two hours.
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